Akki's Cupcakery & Tea donates more than
$3,000 to charities in the first year of
operations
A teenpreneur, Akeila Tejwani, from San
Antonio, Texas donates more than $3,000
to charities. She had a goal of $3,000K
and was able to exceed it.
SAN ANTONIO, TX, UNITED STATES,
January 6, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -Chief Baker of Akki’s Cupcakery & Tea,
Akeila Tejwani, announced that the
Akki’s Cupcakery & Tea has donated to
local kids charities in San Antonio.
The most recent donations were made
to SJRC ($400), CAMP CAMP ($200),
Basis Shavano($200), The Ferrari Kid
($200), HeartGift($100) . Due to COVID19, the need in our community has
become increasingly stronger and the
Akki’s Cupcakery decided to donate ALL
of its profits to Kids Charities.

Best Vegan, KETO and Gluten-Free Bakery in San
Antonio

The total donations for the year 2020
are: SJRC($900), The Ferrari Kid($525), Camp Camp ($400), HeartGift($300), Cherry Hill Seminary
($500), JDRF($200) and Basis Shavano ($200) for a total of $3,025.
"This has been a very tough year for everyone and God has given me the privilege to be able to
use my baking talent and give to the kids in our community," says Akeila (Akki) Tejwani. "Also, I
would like to express my gratitude to my Grandma, who has inspired me to do my best in
everything, my little sister, Nikita Tejwani, who has been baking along with me and we have
grown so much closer together in the past year due to this bakery and Nikita inspires me to
learn continuously as she is on top of things and created new recipes for keto and gluten-free
cakes and cupcakes, and last but not the least, my parents, without whom this idea would just be
an idea and never would become a reality."

COVID-19 has been a pandemic the
world has never seen in the past 100
years and this came as a shock to all of
us. We stand strong as American
citizens and help whoever can in this
time of crisis is the message Akki’s
Cupcakery team felt and wanted to do
the best for the community.
"I started this bakery in Sophmore year
and now as a junior, I am very happy to
share that I was able to meet my goal
of donating $3,000 to charities" Akki
continues. "My parents have always
taught me to pay forward in our
community and live our family core
values of HUGPC(Health & Happiness,
Upright, Gratitude, Pay Forward and
Continuous Learning".

Best Vegan, KETO and Gluten-Free Bakery in San
Antonio using Organic Ingredients

All the kid’s charities have been very
supportive of Akki’s Cupcakery mission and we are very happy to have partnered with them.
The Ferrari Kid work with kids that are coping with cancer, dealing with illness, going through
chemotherapy, radiation, and so much more. Their goal at
The Ferrari Kid is to give those kids a chance to forget
about all of that for a day and remind them that they were
This has been a very tough
born for greatness. We have the privilege of picking the
year for everyone and God
kids up in Ferraris and treating them to a “celebrity-like”
has given me the privilege
day.
to be able to use my baking
talent and give to the kids in
SJRC Texas, formerly known as St. Jude’s Ranch for
our community,”
Children, cares for children and families who have been
Akeila (Akki) Tejwani
affected by trauma, abuse and neglect, and have been
removed from their homes by the Department of Family and Protective Services. SJRC is their
safe haven and offers help and hope to begin the journey of healing. SJRC’s Mission is to offer
healing and hope to children and families affected by abuse, abandonment or neglect.
Since 1979, CAMP has been providing recreational programming for children and adults with
developmental, intellectual, medical, behavioral, and physical disabilities. They believe that
“CAMP is for the camper” and their goal is to help every camper reach their maximum

potential.
JDRF is the leading global organization
funding type 1 diabetes (T1D) research.
Our strength lies in our exclusive focus
and singular influence on the
worldwide effort to end T1D. JDRF’s
mission is Improving lives today and
tomorrow by accelerating life-changing
breakthroughs to cure, prevent and
treat T1D and its complications
HeartGift provides life-saving
congenital heart defect surgery to
children from around the world where
specialized medical treatment is either
scarce or nonexistent. Established in
2000, the foundation has served more
than 400 patients, in over 34
countries.

Best Organic Vegan, KETO and Gluten-Free Bakery in
San Antonio

Cherry Hill Seminary is the leading
provider of education and practical training in leadership, ministry, and personal growth in
Pagan and Nature-Based spiritualities.
This feat was accomplished by support from Argent Technologies, LLC, and their generous
donation for the charities we support.
Argent Technologies, LLC company was founded by current President, Ron Schaefer, Lt Col USAF
(Ret). Ron retired from the United States Air Force after 26 years as a military fighter pilot and
commander with worldwide tactical experience to take a position with ARINC Engineering
Services, LLC as a technology systems consultant. He was first tasked with the development of a
pilot training systems program for the USAF. His duties quickly grew to include consultation on
maintenance, technical training and operations programs, homeland security solutions, radio
interoperability solutions, unmanned aerial systems program development, business modeling
and business proposal development.

ABOUT AKKI's CUPCAKERY & TEA
Hi, I am Akeila Tejwani, a Junior at Brandeis High School. I am very passionate about Cupcakes,
Teas, and Working with Kids!

I came up with this idea of using organic ingredients for all my recipes and donating 50% of the
proceeds to kids’ charities in San Antonio.
EVERYTHING IS MADE FRESH TO ORDER! We do not make dozens of cupcakes every day so
whatever you order is made fresh ONLY FOR YOU!
I wanted to come up with healthy and vegan options for kids to enjoy the baking savories. Lots of
kids are not able to enjoy all the baked food due to an unhealthy amount of calories found in
baked products at grocery stores. Also, the ingredients used by them are not healthy for the
overall health and fitness.
This way it will help the community in San Antonio and also fulfil my desire to be a healthconscious baker. Join me in this fun-filled journey for you and your kids that will help them enjoy
the cupcakes and become a Healthier Happier YOU!!
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